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S tu den t housingproject

Emily R ancer
MUSTANCi DAILY

toiU be com plete in 2 0 0 9
he construction of a 69unit housing complex for
faculty and statT is on
schedule, said Jim Reinhart, the
managing director of the C'al Poly
Housing Corporation. The Bella
Montana development, which will
be at the corner of Highland Drive
and North Santa Rosa Street, should
be open for full occupancy by fall
2(K>7.
“The project is 12 percent com
plete and the building paths are
complete for 15 of the 21 buildings,”
Reinhart said of the construction.
“They’ve poured the foundations
and they’ll be starting the framing
fairly soon.”
Reinhart said construction work
ers are currently relocating storm
drains, water and communication

T

Tonya Strickland
m ustang

Bella Moiyiana

d a il y

estled on the outskirts of
Poly C'anyon just north
of the campus core, the
27-acre site o f the future Poly
Canyon Village, also refered to as
Student Housing North awaits a
two-phase completion scheduled for
2(K)8 and 2009, designating C'al Poly
with the largest housing program in
the C'SU system.
With the addition of 2,670 new
beds, C'al Poly will potentially be
able to house appixxximately onethird of its students, according to a
news release. The complex will also
feature three neighborhoods, a
swimming pool, pedestrian
see Student, page 3
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see Faculty, page 3

Smiling througji hard times
Joe Sargent
m u s t a n l ; d a il y

Bonnie Lowry sits at a table in
Sierra Vista hospital discussing the
pms and cons of her pmsthetic. She
is young and tall with very long
and thick R'd hair. While she talks,
she pulls at the sides of her scalp
and slowly removes her hairpiece.
She is completely bald.
People have come to hear
Lowry talk about her experience
with Alopecia Areata. Some have
t h e
il i s US I ANCiDAILV
e ase ,
-2-PART SERIES
and
some
3R‘ family members of someone
with the disease, hut it is hard to tell
between them.
Of!' to the side, theR* are tw'o
smiling and laughing girls, ages 5
and 9, playing tic-tac-toe. The 5year-old is w'eanng a hat but it is
obvious she has no hair. But that
t:OURTFSY PHoro doesn’t seem to bother her.
The two girls’ mothers met for
Bonnie Lowry has had Alopecia Areata, a disease that causes hair
loss, since she was 9.
see Lowry, page 2

D ep ression screenings
offered at C al P oly
Holly Burke
M U STAN G DAILY

As students’ lives change they are
faced not only with the pressures of
school, but also with Roommates,
paying bills, dealing with relation
ships and living independently.
Many students begin to feel anxious
or depressed for these reasons.
Though some have dealt with this
problem before, it is a new pRiblem
for many, and may be difficult to rec
ognize.
Today at the UU Plaza, C'al Poly
Health and CTiunseling Services will
recognize National Depression
Screening Day, between 10 a.m. and
2 p.m., by olFering free screenings
for depression, bipolar disorder, anx
iety and post-traumatic stress disor
der.
The event will be held in con
junction with the Mark S. Reuling
Memorial Annual Volleyball
see Depression, page 3
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Lowry
l outinued from page I
tlio first tiiiK* UKlay. Tlioy have secMi
each other around town, but neither
knew tlieir daiigliters shared the dis
ease.

There are 16 people in the room,
mostly women, but two of the men
are bald. One has the disorder, the
other merely shaves his head — you
have to look close to tell. 1 he disease
doesn’t discriminate; the room is
e.vtremely diverse, with both young
and old, white, bkick and Hispanic.
As the group ends, everyone slow
ly filters out the door after saying their
goodbyes. Lowry has smiles as they
leave, telling everyone to come back
on 1)ec. 4. Each one says they will.
“Those are 1(• people’s lives that are
touched because they know they are
not alone,” Lowry says.
Growing up
According to the National
Alopecia Areata Foundation (NAAF),
one in every 53 Americans suffer from
alopecia areata, pronounced al-ohEEE-shah air-ee-AH-tah, which is an
autoimmune disorder where the
immune system attacks hair follicles,
balding a person. Lowry, a C'al Poly
senior, has had the disease since she
was 9 and recently started a support
gtxHip in San Luis Obispo for people
with the disease. Although it is not
deadly it can take an extreme psycho

logical toll.
Lown, grew up in the Southern
(Lilifornia town of Simi Valley. She
was a tomboy with long bloiule hair
growing up, alw.iys outtloors aiul
pLiying sports.Then her hair began to
fall out, and within three months she
was completely bald.
With a hairpiece she could no
longer enjoy most of the activities she
loved.
There are two types of .Alopecia
Aerata. Lowry has toatalis in which 50
percent of her body hair is gone.
Univers,ilis is when someone h.is lost
9 0 percent of his or her total body
hair.
“I didn’t want help, 1 was in denial,”
Lowry said. “ I didn’t want to talk to
people because they were mean to
me.
“My friends and 1 thought that
Bonnie had lost her hair from
chemotherapy treatments,” said Tim
Schamp, a social science major at C'al
l\)ly who went to high school with
Bonnie. “We didn’t know.”
Lowry said her Alopecia is com
monly believed to be the result of
cancer or other types of tiiseases.
Cirowing up was hard for her
because people didn’t understand the
disease and made fun of her. Now she
can speak about it to the people she
cares about and the people who need
to hear it for help.
That doesn’t mean she tells every
one she is bald.

“ I’m not going to go around been selected the prosthetic is created
Starbucks telling people 1 don’t h.ive overseas where each piece is hand
made with one hair being wown at a
hair,” Lowr\ saiil.
time. For most people, getting a hair
There to help
piece has an overwhelmingly ptisitive
At the support group, Lowry had effect Morris said.
slides of conferences she had attended.
“Most people leave with a tear in
Every year the NAAE puts on a large their eye,” Morris s,iid.
conference for people with Alopecia
It is the emotional impact of losing
Areata, people come to learn about your hair that is the most damaging to
the disease and how to help others those with Alopecia Areata.
with it. On the slides there are pic
tures of dozens of bald children— and To be so lucky?
Lowry tells the story of a wtiman
they are all smiling.The disease main
she
met online, who, three months
ly strikes during childhood.
“We’re all bakl and having the time after she was married, lost all of her
of our lives,” Lowry said t)f her time at hair. She became exta'inely depressed
and contemplated suicide. But she
the conference.
Many with Alopecia Areata, like kept on.
Lowry, wear hair prosthetics, which
She now has all of her hair back.
can cost thousands of dollars and are
The triggers for alopecia areata are
still unknown and there is no cure, but
custom-made.
Vicky Morris has a shop in San there are treatments that can restart
Luis Obispo, where she creates hair hair growth in certain patients.
prosthetics for people with diseases,
“Alopecia areata is an unpre
dictable and capricious medical con
such as cancer and Alopecia Areata.
Morris’ mother had Alopecia and dition that is not easy to pn.>nounce
she created wigs to cover the bald and is anything but easy to live with,”
Wendy Thompson and Dr. Jerry
spot. Now people come to her.
“Most people want the creation to Shapiai said in their book, “Alopecia
look like their old hair,” Morris said. Areata: Understanding and C'oping
Vicky describes the infinite with Hair Loss.”
amount of possibilities in creating the
But for Lowry, having Alopecia is
prosthetic. There is synthetic hair, merely a part of her life. She has found
human hair of different quality and certain benefits to the disorder.
“My roommate thinks I’m lucky
hair from the belly of a yak. Hair from
the belly of a yak is made to create a because I just put my hair on in the
morning,” Lowry said.“It takes her an
realistic white look.
Once the type of hair and style has hour to get ready.”

M USTANG
D A IL Y
C O RRECTIO NS
I Ilf .MuNtang 1).iily '.tarf'takfs pnclf in
publisliing a daily newspaper tor the t'al
Poly eampus and the neighhoring
eoiniminity. We
appreciate
your
readership and are thanktiil tor your caa-tiil reading. Please send your correction
suggestions to imistangdailyiitCgniail.coni
• A front page story published
Wednesilay. October 5 titled‘'Fundraising
goal set at SI billion" niisrepreseiited the
intention o f the IRA fee reterenduiii
which was included in the university
provost’s report at the .Academic Senate.
The article read. “Students will vote on
a Sin increase in quarterly fees to sup
port clubs, performing arts. ASl and the
expansion o f the Rec Center and
University Uiuon services.” The correct
portrayal o f the referendum should have
read as follows: “Snidents will vote on a
Sin increase in quarterly fees to support
instructionally related academic pnigranis administered through academic
colleges, clubs, performing arts, and
other university intea*st organizations.”
Students should be advised that the IRA
referendum is in no svay related to ASI
facilities, programs, or services, nor will
any o f the huiding in any way support
ASI facilities, programs, or services.
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Pastas • CoW Sandwiches
Hot Sandwiches * Catering

Earn $100-$200/shift. No expenence necessary.
International Bartender School w ill be back in SLO one week only. Oay/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. tim e/full tim e openings, lim ited seating, call today!

1- 800- 859-4109

w w w .bartendusa.la

Traditional, Rustic, Family-Style • Pizzas
Wood-Firsd, Tbin-Crust Pizzas
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Trattorias are little neighborhood family

O jttK . Bhoh, A p^étito!

One Mistake Shouldn’t C ost You Your Future

e itre y D. S tu lb erg

kitchens, where people stop in for a quick,

ESPN Radio Broadcasting Live

would make. Trattorias are known for great

from The Cliffs Resort

salads, simple pastas, that are not sm oth

"The Sports Bite* talkshow from
5pm - 6pm featuring sportscaster

• Confidential
• Effective
•Affordable
If you are a stu d en t...
•ANYTHING you say to th e
C am pus or SIX) p olice can and

•D U I & Drug Cases
•Misdemeanors & Felonies
•Drunk in Public Violations
•Probation Violations
•Vehicle & Pedestrian
•Sexual Harassment
•Wrongful Termination
•Employment Discrimination

w ill be u sed again st you in court

5 4 4 .7 6 9 3
---------------- —, , « v w A v .^ t u l b e r g .c o i n

Cugini’s was started by two cousins with a
long history of family restaurants.
Both are first generation Italian-Americans.
--------------------------,

!
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sandwich

C.J. Silas immediately followed
by ...th e game.
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I
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homes.com) later this month.
Kecently hired faculty and staff will
continuedfrom page I
h.we first priority for the housing.
“ If the demand exceeds the
lines.
Oeeailse housing in San Luis number of homes available, we will
Obispo (xuinty can be expensive, have a selection process that
Mella Montaña will other homes for includes a lottery,” Reinhart said.
C'al Moly faculty and staff at below- “And that lottery is planned for
market prices, starting in the low April and May 2006.”
The S24 million project is sched
S3no,()()Os.
uled to have the first 18 homes
Applications will be put tin the
ready for occupancy by October
project’s \XVb site (bellamontana2006. However, the date coukl

change depending on how quickly
other phases are completed.
The Cal Moly Foundation is
providing the initial financing for
Mella Montana with the help of
Mid-State Mank A. Trust.
Ml)(;
Development
(kirporation of Mismo Meach is the
design/building general contrac
tor, and San Luis Obispo’s
I lotfman Associates Inc. is the con
struction management firm for the
project.

extreme, many are affected by
these diseases. Many are embar
rassed to seek help.
"If you had influenza you
wouldn’t expect people to use
will power to make is go away,”
said Rojean Dominguez, health
educator and organizer of the
event. “ Mut people with mental
health issues expect that if you’re
just strong enough, ytni can make
it go away. That is what we are
trying to increase awareness of.”
If students are uncomfortable
turning in questionnaires to the
booth, they can pick up a confi
dential cjuestionnaire and submit
it to counseling services. They are
also free to stop by counseling
services any time.
It may be difficult for some stu
dents to realize that they have a
problem at all. There are signs

however, to recognize in friends.
“ I would encourage people tti
approach their friends if they
notice there is a change,” (kil Moly
psychologist Elie Axelroth said.
“ For example, if they hav'e a
friend that doesn’t feel like going
out anymore, and it seems they’re
sad and feeling pretty negative
about things. There is something
aliout depression that sometimes
when you’re depressed you don’t
realize it. You get kind of caught
up in feeling bad and ytni know
things aren’t quite right.
“ We want students to feel
good, we want them to do well in
school, and to have healthy rela
tionships and feel good about
themselves.”
For more information call
Health and CTiunseling Services
at 7.36-6181.

Faculty

Depression
continuedfrom page I
Challenge, on Friday, Oct. 7,
with faculty games at 1 1a.m. and
noon, and student games at 4;3U
p.m. and .3:30 p.m. Today is the
last day for registration.
Mark S. Reuling graduated
from (!al Moly in 1691 as a con
struction management major.
VLhile at (ial Moly, Reuling
excelled as an active honor stu
dent. After graduation Reuling
stopped taking medication for his
bipolar disorder and later com
mitted suicide. Reuling’s parents
hold the event annually to raise
funds for assistance and awareness
about mental and emotional
health issues.
Though R euling’s case was

Learn something new every day!
Keep reading the Mustang Daily

reflection and stewardship of nearby
biologic resources.”
Neighborhood Three is located at
continuedfrom page I
promenades and a village area dis the highest elevation of the property
playing several distinct elements, and will feature “dramatic westerly
many of which compliment the nat vistas,” Neel said.
According to the facilities plan
ural surroundings, said Joel Neel,
associate director of f'acilities ning Web site, the location of Moly
Canyon Village is consistent with the
Mlanning and (aipital Mrojects.
“There will be open space university’s master pl.in atlopted in
March of 2001, and has already been
between
identified
buildings
in
the
for infor
'Fhc (icsij^n of the project nllou's for
111 a s t e r
mal gath
p 1 a n
flexibility and is based on the
er ings,”
approved
he said.
desires o f the residents.
b
y
“ W e
Ckdifornia
have pro
— J(TEl NEEL S t a t e
vided a
ixxoti.irc iliroLtor ot i.KilitJvs pl.innmg uul e.ipit.il projects University
ce ntra1
Trustees
plaza area
in the tradition of the Italian piazza a site for future student luiusing.
Moly Canyon Village is the secoml
for large gatherings such as evening
student
housing facility built on cam
concerts, farmers markets, ami even
pus in 2.3 years. W'ithin that gap, new
art displays.”
building
certifications have been met,
Moly Ckinyon Village and its neigh
borhoods will not be \’isu.illy compa such as registration with the United
rable to other student housing facili States Creen Muilding C'.ouncil for
ties on campus, Neel said. “It will certific'ation under the LEED
Energy
and
have its iiwn style that will be driven (Leadership in
Design)
(ireen
by topography and geography,”Neel Environmental
Muilding
Rating
System.
added.
According to the LEED Web site,
On the rim tif the village area.
the
certification pixivides a complete
Neighborhood One will be com
prised of the highest concentration of framework for assessing building per
residences, community services, formance and meeting sustainability
administrative functions and retail goals. Mased on well-founded scien
tific standards, LEED emphasizes state
opportunities, he said.
Neighborhood Two will be locat of the art strategies for sustainable site
ed closely to Mrizzolara C'a*ek and development, water savings, energ\’
will “evoke the spirit of the great rus efficiency, materials selection and
tic lodges, most appnipriate to their indotir enviRinmental quality.
“The design of the pniject allows
location which captures views of the
natural surroundings,” Neel said. “It for flexibility and is based on the
features opportunities for quiet desia*s of the residents,” Neel said.

Student

30F ghsports clothing
MUSIC
BREAKFAST
VENDOR BOOTHS
BB
RAFFLE PRIZES

9:00am -l 1:00am
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Including Shoes, Sunglasses,
Power Bars, Enervit, Timex, Kennedy Club Fitness and MoreT

FREE

Gift with Purchase of Mizuno Shoes
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SERIOUS PERFO RM ANCE

Open 10:00am to 5:00pm , Tues, thru Sat.

Factory rep on hand to
answer all your questions
,f

541.6019 144 Hind Lane #110,
Shop 24/7 at ghspoits.com
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Fate o f P lan B
contraceptive undecided

Eating disorders
may be genetic
Lesly Saeger
IOW A S lA T t D A IIY (lO W A STATK U .)

AMES, Iowa — Iowa State
Univ’ersity professionals said they
support a recent study showing that
eating disorders may be caused, at
least in part, by genetics.
Last month, the American Journal
of Medical Cienetics published new
research on anorexia and bulimia,
linking the disorders to other genet
ic-based traits, such as perfectionism,
anxiety, age of first menstrual peri
od, self-doubt and food-related
obsessions.
Michelle Koling, coordinator for
the Eating 1)isorders Outreach Team
at Student Ciounseling Services, said
she believes there is a strong correla
tion between genetics and body
type. She said, however, genetics are
not the only factor behind disorders
— the media play a significant role
in how people are perceived.
“The media needs to teach us
how to accept our body and live
healthy,” Roling said.
Marc Shulman, stafE physician at

Thielen Student Health (ienter, said
the relationship between eating dis
orders and genetics is complex and
not absolute. He said although
someone could have a close relative
with an eating disorder, it does not
mean that person will acquire one
themselves.
Identifying people who are at risk
of eating disorders and helping them
avoid negative behavior associated
with the disorders are two ways
genetic disorders can be controlled,
Shulman said.
Despite the new' research, cur
rent methods used to treat eating
disorders that are considered purely
psychological could remain effec
tive for treating those disorders
with a genetic basis.
Judith Trumpy, dietitian for
Student Counseling Services, said a
two-prong treatment of medication
and counseling would be used to
help fight individuals with disorders
— this should remain effective even
if eating disorders do have a genetic
component.

The M usta^ Daily
C al Poly smdents’ news source
______C>hcck out the Muacuy Dail^, daily______

ed sex for effective results.
individual is pregnant.
The makers of Plan 1' have been
However, some students have a
trying get the drug approved for different opinion of the contracepPOMONA, c:alif — C:al Poly over-the-counter sales for two years, tive pill.
students showed concern over the
According to the El )A Web site,
“If 1 had a 16-year-old daughter,
Food and Drug Administration's
the El )A was in favor of allow'ing 1 would want her to give the baby
decision to not sell Plan 11 as an
the contraceptive to be sold over the up for adoption. Yes, I do think that
over-the-counter contraceptive.
counter for women !(> years of age Plan 11 is abortion,” said Whitney
The FDA was supposed to
and older.
Hurley, a food and nutrition dialec
announce whether or not they
The inability to come up with an tics junior.
would allow Plan 11 to be sold over
effective way in regulating the
Abortion or not, some students
the counter but on Aug.
have already opted to take a
30, a day before their
pill similar to Plan 11 to
deadline, they announced
prevent unwanted preg
Student Health Services conducted a
they were not going to
nancy.
study and found that 10.9 percent o f
make a decision.
In the fall of 2004, the
“I think they just need
sexually active students said they
Student Health Services
to hurry up and make a
have used an enieryiency contraceptive.
conducted a study and
decision on rather to
found that 10.9 percent of
have Plan 11 be a pre
sexually active students said
scription or not. The
restrictions led the FDA to refrain they have used an emergency con
longer they wait, the more contro^
j^cision.
traceptive.
versy they cause,” said Nancy Ong, a
..j^ e re should not be regulations
“I do support the Law for Plan 11
management and human resources
purchasing of Plan 11 because due to educational purposes. I think
senior.
adolescent child birth could be even that interaction between the doctor
According to the Plan 11Web site, ^vorse. Kids aren’t fit to bring kids and person is good for educating the
it is an FDA approved emergency ,„to the world,” said J.D. Tawney, a person on the proper use,” said
contraception pill that contains kinesiologx’ senior.
Teresa Jabido Quijano, Health
Levonorgestrel (0.75mg in each
The Plan 11 information page Educator for the Student Health
pill). Levonorgestrel is a synthetic states that it can reduce the chance Services.
hormone that has been in birth of pregnancy by
percent if taken
Although educational purposes
control pills for over 35 years. Plan w ithin 72 hours of sexual contact.
could be useful to the patient, the
II, however, contains larger dtises of
Unlike the other day after pill, thought of having to receive a pre
Levonorgestrel. The pill is to be KU-4S(), Plan 11 is not an abortion scription for Plan 11 can cause
taken w ithin 72 hours of unpnitect- pill and will not wtirk once the patients to run the other w,iy.
Fallon Okwuosa
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Congress debates school bias
Ana Traynin
T H E D A llY EkEE I'kE S S (IK )S T O N U .)

IK^STON — Students for
Academic Freedom, a coalition of
independent student groups with
chapters at more than 130 college
campuses nationwide, has alleged a
political bias among college profes
sors and is urging lawmakers to pass
an Academic Bill of Rights that
would prevent discrimination
against students and professors
based on their political beliefs.
C'urrently, Boston University
does not have a chapter of SAF,
but students on both sides of
the issue feel strongly about
political bias on campus.
Supporters of the bill say
students have the right to feel
comfortable in an academic
setting and should not face ■ ■
problems because of their
political beliefs.
“College professors are liberal by
nature, and it’s impossible to grade
essays objectively,” Ctillege of
C'ommumcation freshman Cdirissy
Kelleher said. “ I would never want
to be penalized for having more
ctTiiservative views.”
Kelleher added that she sympa
thizes with the bill’s intent, but
thinks it is impossible to eliminate
bias altogether.
Opponents o f the bill say it
would limit valuable class discusS io n .

“Teachers’ opinions is what
makes them more than just text
books,” said Peter True, a College
of Arts and Sciences senior and
president of the l3oston University
Democrats. "It makes them infor-

mative and controversial. Without
that, students don’t learn as much.
“ I’ve had teachers that are both
conservative and liberal at BU,” he
added.
Justin Calacki, president of the
Boston C'ollege Democrats and of
the
Massachusetts
College
Democrats, said the bill unfairly
assumes that professors’ political
affiliations intluence grading.
“To imply that teachers cannot

College Republicans and political
director of the Mass Alliance of
C'ollege Republicans.
Mroszczyk, a CAS junior, said in
an email that while the 13U
l^epublicans support the Academic
Bill of Ikights, they does not con
done silencing of professors’ points
of view.
“All we are asking for is fair
time,” Mroszczyk said. “Allow stu
dents to be exposed to both sides
of the argument when
teaching and let them
To imply that teachers cannot put
make up their mind.
Liberal indoctrination
professionalism above their beliefs is
seems to be prevalent, as
an unnecessary shot to the entire
many students will not
profession.
95
question their profes
sors.”
— JU STIN GALACKI
BU Student Union
president o f the B oston Collej-e D em ocrats
President Jon Marker
said he believes students
put professionalism above their can always speak with professors or
beliefs is an unnecessary shot to the advisers if they feel there is a prob
entire profession,” Cialacki said.
lem.
Fie added that teaching is, by
“ 1 personally haven’t heard of
definition, a profession that serves any students that complain about
to challenge today’s youth.
being downgraded because of their
“The world of academia has political beliefs,” Marker said.
tended ttx attract more progressive
The
U.S.
Fiouse
of
thinking,” Galacki said, “ it’s been Representatives is scheduled to
the Democratic Party to say that vote this term on the reauthoriza
we can do better than the status tion of the Higher Education Act, a
quo.”
federal loans and grants program
But members of some conserva for students. In June, House
tive groups said they believe Republicans added a wateredstrongly in the importance of pro down version o f the proposed
Academic Bill of Rights to ensure
moting intellectual diversity.
“As conservatives on a liberal that universities would comply
txillege campus, we do feel that our with academic regulations that
views arc not expressed enough in would allow them to receive addiclasses and textbooks,” said Joe tional federal funding for student
Mroszczyk, president of the BU loans and grants.

The technologies we create define leading-edge. So do our
opportunities. Join Raytheon, one of the world's most admired
defense and aerospace systems suppliers, and apply your mind
in ways that you've always thought possible.
Advance engineering with a diversity of people and tatents.
Take on challenges that defy conventional thinking. And meet
us at the forefront of innovation.

Nitrogen-filled tires
may improve
automobile performance
Leann Sulzen
KANSAS STATE COLLECaAN (KANSAS STATE U .)

MANHATTAN, Kan. — A
technology used in race cars and
airplanes may improve the perfor
mance of automobiles.
Filling tires with nitrogen
instead of regular air could help
drivers save money on gasoline and
tire wear, according to an article by
The St. Petersburg Times.
“The nitrogen doesn't have any
moisture in it like air does when it
comes out of a compressor so it
doesn't fluctuate as much,” said
Ron Kramer, manager of Expert
Tire, 307 N. 3rd St.
If tires are 20 percent below the
recommended air pressure, tire life
could be reduced by as much as 50
percent and increase fuel consump
tion by 10 percent, according to
www.gizmag.com.
Kramer said Expert Tire used to
offer nitrogen for car tires about 15

years ago but stopped after about
three years.
“It wasn't very popular and it
was too time consuming,” he said.
Finding a place to refill tires
with nitrogen can be difficult and
the cost can be expensive, Kramer
said.
“A lot of people don’t want to
pay for it,” he said.
The St. Petersburg Times article
stated the cost of filling a tire with
nitrogen could be as much as SIO.
Rodger Buzzart, employee at
Wamego Supply, Wamego, said he
hasn’t seen a local car with nitro
gen tires.
“1 think the only car 1 have seen
was from out of state,” he said.
The popularity of nitrogen tires
is something Buzzart said he does
n’t see catching on.
“It’s such a rural community,”
Buzzart said. “ I don i think it
would be very cost effective
around here.”
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BYU student kiUed
while helping others

Coloracio State U . scholarship fund
raises awareness to stop violencx
Melissa Edwards

Lisa Johnson
rut DAIIYUNIVtKSh (HYU)

Seattle, Wash. Colleen Ciladwell said
he really enjoyed his mission and
loved the people he served.
PRCWCy Utah — A West Virginia
“Missionary work and educating
mother said her son was just trying to the people in the gospel was a num
be a Cdiristian when he died late ber one priority for Ammon,” his
Saturday night after being struck by a mother said.
carón Interstate Highway 15.
Since the accident, she has received
Mrighain Young University student an overwhelming amount of calls
Ammon (íladwell, acting as a (íood from people in the Seattle area telling
Samaritan, pulled over to help anoth her what a great person her son was,
er person whose car crashed into a she said.
median just before 3 a.m. After run
“He was the type of kid that
ning across the lanes of the freeway seemed old when he was young,” she
t raffic,
said.” He
C 1a d w ell
m a tu re d
was hit by
and grew
A s a mother I wish he wouldn't
an oncomup quick.”
¡hwe gotten out of the ear, hut
ing car.
At the
th a t’s the way he u>as. He died
“As
a
,ige of 15,
tryinyi to help someone. ’ ’
mother
1
(iladw ell
wish
he
started a
— C:OLLEEN GLADWELL
w o u 1d n ’t
disc jockth e v u t im 's m o t h e r
have gotten
out of the
ny in West
car," said Cxillcen (iladwell, the vic Virginia called Ciladwell Music
tim's mother, “lint that’s the way he
Shows. He later nioveil the company
w,is. He died trying to help someone.”
to Provo when he started attending
Sgt. Ted Fingey of the Utah
HYU.
1lighway State Patrol said the incident
(iladwell also had a wide variety of
happened on the southbound side of
interests, she said. In high school he
1-15 near 24(H» South, (¡ladwell had
parked his car in the left-hand emer was the senior class pa-sident, presi
gency lane and after proceeding dent of his chapter of the Future
tow.ird the crashed vehicle, was hit Farmers of America and w.is a mem
and thrown into the car, Fingey said. ber of the swim team. He w.is very
Fwo other people who came to the ctincerned with physical fitness and
c.ir's aiil were also hit, receiving non- loved rock climbing in the Utah area.
Hut most of all, (iladwell loved
life-threatening injuries, and were
people,
his mother said.
taken to IDS Hospital.
“1 always had to keep an extra eye
Fingey said the Highw.iy Patnil is
on
him when he was yi>ung because
still investigating exact details of the
cnished car and the events leading up he always talked to strangers,” she s.iid.
“He just loved meeting petiple.”
to and after (¡ladwelFs death.
(iladwell came to HYU from
Although she isn’t ready to give up
her 22-year-old son, Gladwell’s moth (ilarksburg,W.Va and was planning tin
er said she h.is found some comfort earning a dega*e in business. His
from the help she’s received fmiii the mother s.iid he ultimately wanted to
Utah Highw,iy Patrol. Fingey told her be a mortician but wanted a business
that her son didn’t sutfer, being killed dega*e to fall back on in the futua*.
instantly and receiving ‘Xt percent
“We love HYU, and we are s«i
trauma to the Kick of his head.
grateful Ammon had the opportunity
“I le was a petiple person and had a to go thea‘,” she s.iid.
genuine ctincern for people,” she s.iid.
The funeral ser\ ice is scheduled for
(iladwell ix'cently a'turiied fniiii Wediiesd.iy at lo a.m. at the
serving a mission for The (diurcli of (ilarksburg I 1)S Stake in Cilarksburg,
|esus (ihrist of Latter-dav Saints in W.Va.
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FORT COFFINS, Colo. — The
second part of the story began with
an anonymous $5,000 donation.
The first part began with the tragic
deaths of two Ciolorado State
University
graduates,
Javad
Marshall-Fields and Vivian Wolfe.
The couple was gunned lIowii June
20, 2005 in their car at an Aurora,
(kilo, intersection.
Marshall-Fields, known as “Jay”
to his friends, and Wolfe were both
known for their bright smiles and
their integral parts in the Key
Academic Coiiimunity of C’SU.
Key is a living-learning coiiimunity
for first-year students, said Paul
Thayer, executive director of the
(Y'liter for Advising and Student
Achievement ((’ASA) .
“It is a program for students who
are anxious for an intense and
.enriched academic experience,” he
said.
The donation was given because
the donor “wanted something good
to come out of the tragedy,” said
Heth Hill, director of development
for student affairs .
The donation w.is the first step in
establishing
the
Fields/Wolfe
Memorial Scholarship Fund. The
donor will match up u> $12,500 in
other donations, making the
endowment fund at least $25,(K)0.

Flill said this is called a “challenge
grant.”
On Sept. 15, the couple’s parents,
along with friends and C'SU alum
ni, put on a golf tournament in
memory of Marshall-Fields and
Wolfe to help raise money for the
scholarship fund. The “Together
Forever”
tournament
raised
$13,500 and the families of
Marshall-Fields and Wolfe will pre
sent the check to CSU at the
homecoming football game on
Saturday for disbursement into the
Fields/Wolfe fund.
The “Together Forever” tourna
ment charged players an entry tee
of $H5, or $340 per four-person
team, with 100 percent of proceeds
going toward the scholarship fund.
Various organizations and business
es also sponsored holes in the tour
nament.
The scholarship fund also
receives money from personal
donations and from T-shirts sold by
Hlack Student Services (HSS). The
T-shirts picture .Marshall-Fields and
Wolfe together and proclaim “ In
memory of,” and the back has the
phone
number
for
(Tim e
Stoppers. The T-shirts are $15 for
students and $20 for non-students.
One hundred percent of these pro
ceeds also go toward the scholar
ship fund.
“The hope of the families is to
continue to raise fuiuls for the
endowment,” Hill said.

University o f California plans to (digitize
out-of-copyright American literature
Brian Clien
T ill

I A l IIO R N IA A (.(.IE (U ( -D A V IS )

DAVIS, C'alif. — Rising in
competition with (ioogle Print,
the University of California will
be aiding an effort to make outof-copyright American literature
freelv accessible on the Internet.
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In collaboration with companies Yahoo Inc., the California
Digital Library, Internet Archive,
.Adobe and Hewlett Packard, each
of the nine UC campus libraries
will be contributing books to be
scanned
page-by-page
and
uploaded
to
opencontentalhance.org — a Web site that
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The first $1,()()() scholarship was
awarded to Nicole Thompson, a
freshman psychology major in the
Key Academic Community. She is a
2005 graduate of Smoky Hill High
School in Aurora, the same high
school Marshall-Fields attended.
Wolfe attended Air Academy High
School in C'olorado Springs.
“Awarding the scholarship is a
hierarchy system,” Hill said.
“Hritnary consideration is given to
Key students, specifically graduates
of Smoky Flill or Air Academy.”
If lusne of those students is eligi
ble, the scholarship committee then
looks at other graduates from
Aurora high schools and finally at
other (x)lorado high schools.
( ’ontributions to the fund can be
made anytime to HSS or to the vice
president for student atTiirs.
“The families really believe that
whatever they can do tis get the
message across to stop crime and
violence will help,” Hill said.“ They
will do anything to see there is jus
tice, to see that something like this
would not happen again.”
Fhe parents »>f Marshall-Fields
and Wolfe have been effective in
making the tragedy known to the
i ommunity in hopes of keeping the
memories of the couple .ilive.
“The parents have been wonder
ful, generous and courageous.! his is
something J,ivad and Vivian would
have wished for,”'Fhayer said.
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strives to accumulate an archive of
multilingual digitized text and
multimedia content.
Displ.iying the books online
will not cost the university, since
they were published between
IbOO and the I92(K and are thus
out o f copyright. Flowever, it will
cost about 10 cents to scan each
page, and Rohm Chandler, direc
tor o f built content at CDl., said
she estimates that the UC will
provide up to $.5<mi,(MM) for tln‘
project.
“ In a sense what it does is it
helps support a new vision for the
libr.iry that’s available from your
desktop,” Chandler said.
1 he site slunild be launched by
early 2(MI(>, when works by
authors such as Mark Fwam or
Jack FiTiidon will be accessible at
the site, ('haiuller said she hopes
that there will be 2(l,<><lO books
scanned and uploaded by then.
Jennifer Ward, senior communi
cation analyst for the UC. emphasizeil that the project is a collabo
rative effort that requires all the
UCs and umipanies to pool their
resources.
“One of the really great things
about this project is it's just broad
ening accessibility to these
resources,” she said. “Once they’re
online they’re going to be accessi
ble to anyone around the world.”
After launching the collection
online in 2()0b, the projects col• laborators will discuss its sustain.................
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t’s been over a decade since the three-day long riots
broke out during the April, 1990 l\)ly Koyal celebra
tion where over 120 people were
arrested. Any object within reach was
hurled at police oHi'icers, including small
explosives.
W hat’s changed in these 1.3 years? Is
the quiet town of San Luis Obispo
remaining just that; quiet?
Not accrirding to President ILiker, who
sent tnit an e-mail address last week to the students pleading
for them to “conduct themselves in w.iys that will not jeop
ardize their health and well-being and w ill help ensure th.it
our neighbtirhoods are pl.u es where all residents, students

I

phlets being distributed to ('al I'oly dormitory residents that
cited statistics accusing greek men of being more likely to
commit several types tif rape.
1 don’t have a solution to the age-old pn>blem of alcohol
L C X )K 1 N G W r m iN
and the presence of the opposite sex. I do, however, believe
that it’s time to own up to what is and what is not.
“ Most of us live a very full life with our friends and fam
and non-students, can feel respected, comfortable and safe.”
Baker’s e-mail comes as no surprise. The apartment-laden ily by being involved with school, work, hobbies and reli
streets near (?al l*oly seem to have no shortage of forgotten gion” ACiB senior (Tystal C'liflord said, (ditford claims that
red plastic cups left strewn in the aftermath of yet another partying is a release from a difTicult college career.
Read any Habitat for Humanity story, or an account ot
party.
Kappa ('hi member Dan Terzian was quoted in the what It's like to volunteer with the Red Ooss. You’re like
Mustang Daily earlier this week as saying “We have never ly to see a few sentences about the satisfaction of knowing
seen anything like this on our grounds.” in reference to pam that someone made a ditTerence.
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“ It’s a great way to get
m y m in d o f f m y hu ge .
ch em istry exam
tom orrow and relax
w ith m y friends.’*
MICHAEL MULLADY MUSTANc; DAll.Y

Cal Poly students enjoy a pizza as they wait for “Madagascar.” Last night kicked-ofF Fall Flicks, a free event
at the Chumash Auditorium, that will feature five more blockbusters until Nov. 8.
Tonya Strickland
M USTANc; IVMLY

Clusters of students in groups of
twos, threes and fours filled the rows
of plastic chairs, while others pushed
the seating aside to make room for
their pillows and blankets on the
floor o f Chumash Auditorium
Tuesday night for the showing of
“Madagascar,” the first in a series of
six free films dubbed Fall Flicks
hosted by ASl Events.
Michelle Smith and Danielle
Carlson, both architecture juniors,
toted a fuzzy pink blanket and a neon
orange pillow to make a spot just
below the screen; a place ASl Events
staff encourages students to get comfy.
“Its cool I could relax here after
class.” Smith said. “The experience
was definitely sweet.”
C'arlson lives off campus and said
she made the drive back to school,
battling with parking for the sake of a
five film and its endearing characters.

’B ecause they are
sh ow in g g o o d
up-to->date
m ovies for free.”

yfyAi

“ I’ve seen ‘Madagascar’ before but
I love the penguins and the lemurs,”
she said. “They’re awesome.”
Nicole Stivers, student supervisor
of marketing and public relations,
said the Fall Flicks were pre-chosen
at a viewing party held during
spring quarter, and the choices rep
resent variety — not just big block
busters. The viewing party housed a
committee of students who gathered
to watch almost 20 movie trailers in
an exclusive selection 'provided by
Swank Entertainment. This compa
ny releases films to ASl that are stuck
in the in-between gray period of
theater to rental, w’hich means C'al
Poly students are able snag a free
film before it hits the stores.
“We chose the films people want
to see,” Stivers said.
Jane Fong, business administration
senior, said her nom inate found
information about the series online.“!
went Ia.st year to see The Incredibles,”
Fong said. “It’s a fun thing to do plus

I have never seen Madagascar before.”
Courtney Harris, student supervi
sor of special events, backs the senti
ment that student choice is what
makes the event successful. She said
after each film showing a “fan club”
area is set up where viewers can fill
out a volunteer-based questionnaire.
“We are always asking for feed
back,” she said. “W'e want to know
if they were satisfied, or if we
could improve their experience in
some way.”
With six films in the Fall Flicks
series, a number Stivers said is the
most they’ve ever provided, the films
will be shown in a weekly spread
every Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. with the
next flick “Batman Begins” Oct. 11.
“Hotel Rwanda” will show Oct. 18,
“Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory” on Oct. 25, “A Very Long
Engagement” on Nov. 1 and “The
Island” on Nov. 8.
“It’s a full ticket of free movies,”
Stivers said.

Facebook appeals to Texas Tech students, faculty
R uth Bradley
D A IIY T t> K E A IK )R (TEX A S TEC H )

LUBBOCK, Texas — Mark and
Jeff like Facebook. It gives them a
way to meet students in large classes
and to get to know them better.
They find Facebook to be a helpful
way to build and keep relationships
in the transitory college system.
Mark and Jeff have one more thing
in common — both are Texas Tech
University prxTessors.
Since its creation in February
2<M)4, the online directory Facebook
grew rapidly, from a single-campus
communication tool to one that
now spans the nation’s colleges and
universities.
According to a statement made by
the independent media firm Com

Score, 8.3 million people were using
Facebook as of August 2(K)5. O f that
number, 20,777 are registered at
Tech, said acebook spokesperson
Chris Hughes.
The movement is attracting the
attention • of professors like Mark
McGintey, associate professor of bio
logical sciences and JeffJustice, acad
emic adviser in economics, geogra
phy, history and political science.
“I investigated the site and found
it’s basically a networking system,”
McGintey said. “Texas Tech
University encourages faculty to be
in contact with students.”
Justice said he likes to use
Facebook to keep an eye on popular
trends among his students.
“This lets me know what’s in style
and what's relevant,” he said.

Justice said he often tries to tailor
his lectures to go along with stu
dent’s preferences, such as discussing
political messages sent by popular
rock groups.
Facebook also allows Justice to
form relationships with his students,
which normally is a difficult under
taking when teaching several hun
dred students.
“I do believe a university is not
just going to class — it’s a commu
nity,” he said. “(Facebook) adds to
that sense of community.”
McGintey said he also uses
Facebook to help him build rela
tionships with students.
“If somebody sends me an e-mail
message, I can go to facebotik and
kind of put a face with a name,” he
said. “It helps make professors more

approachable.”
McGintey said Facebook helps
him stay in touch with students from
semester to semester.
Along with these, other uses for
facebok are still emei^ing.
“A lot of student organizations
have started using facebok to com
municate,” said Michael Gunn, unit
assistant director of student life. He
said Facebook is a valuable tool for
fraternities, sororities and clubs
because it is a quick way for them to
get in touch with each other.
“I think it’s a good thing,” he said.
“As long as it’s not abused.”
Gunn also uses Facebook to keep
up with students.
“I have quite a number of stu
dents that I know through
see Facebook, page 10
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K in k o ’s fo u n d e r offers
advice to stu d en ts
Em ily Logan
MUSTANC; D A IIY

Kinko’s founder and Cal Ifoly
enthusiast Paul Ortalea visited Cal
Poly yesterday to speak to students
about business and his advice on
how to live life to the fullest.
“Every day you need your soul
to catch up to your body,” Ortalea
said near the end of his speech in
the Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre.
“Clive yourself an hour a day to
just be stupid.”
This year Kinko’s celebrates its
thirty-fifth anniversary and Ortalea
has marked the occasion with the
Release of his book “C'opy This!
Lessons from a hyperactive dyslexic
who turned a bright idea into one of
Americas best companies.”
In 2(KK), Orfalea retia*d fix>m his
position as Kinko’s C'hairman to the
role of C'hairman Emeritus. During
this year he and his family started the
C'trfalea Family Foundation, a phil
anthropic organization.Their efTorts
have been mainly in California for
children’s centers and programs on
college campuses. C'al Poly named its
business department in honor of
him and his many donations.
In 2()()4, Kinko’s was acquired by
FedEx and Orfalea was no longer
involved with the company, giving
him time to take part in moa* phil
anthropic efforts and various busi
ness ventures.
C')rfalea his had a high opinion of
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C'al Poly for many years. He attrib
utes his love to many things, includ
ing the university’s “learn by doing”
motto and the effort to keep class
sizes small.
“1 don’t think students realize
how much they care for them at this
school,” he said. “If my kids could go
here. I’d be delighted.”
Among the variety of advice
Orfalea offered to students, was to
constantly save money and not
get caught up in credit card debt
and loans.
“If you don’t have savings, it’s
harder to keep your integrity,” he
said. “Don’t be a slave to anybody.”
Business
freshman
Kelly
McEachern said she wis impressed
that Orfalea wis so adamant about
not being what he called a “big
shot” and running his company with
a small business attitude.
see Kinko’s, page 10

I have been 21 for
exactly three months and
five days.
I spent my birthday in
Las Vegas with my four
best friends drinking,
gambling and not sleeping.
Since then,I have
attempted to pack 20 years
of sobriety into a very
short span of time, and I
have loved almost every
minute of it.
Since coming of age, it is sur
prising how my life has changed.
Now when my friends and I go
out to a party, we hang out for a
few hours and have a good time.
But no matter how good the
party someone will inevitably will
say, “Why don’t we go to the
bars?” And sure enough, that’s
where we go.
Or on weeknights when nothing
is really going on, someone will say
“I’m going down to get beer,” and
everyone agrees that sounds like a
good idea. Two hours and eight
beers later, though I realize it may
not have been such a smart idea.
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even catch myself singing
Ciwen Stefani’s “ Holla’
Back Girl.” (Banana’s B-AJ o e Ho H I b ^ a r g e n t
N-A-N-A-S.)
J o u rn a ^ 'ls tn e ^ n ^ o r
But it’s the little things
lo n e .
*1*
that 1 really enjoy about
being 21.1 enjoy that now
DOB:
when I go out to eat, 1 can
get a delicious beer with m\
meal. When I’m gaicery
shopping 1 can buy a sixpack of exotic beers from
the hangover never seems to stop us Holland, J,imaica or Japan. Or if I
from doing it again.
walk downtown in a new city' and
see an interesting new dive, 1 can go
I was the last o f my close
friends to turn 21.1 remember so in, check it out and maybe try a
new beer.
many nights when everyone
would leave to go see a band at
Being 21 has also opened my
SLO Brew or enjoy I’int Night at eyes to types of alcohol that I never
Frog and Beach, and I would be
thought would be a regular part of
left alone. I love Saturday Night
my life, such as wine. You can take a
trip with friends to a beautiful
Live, but I would rather be with
my friends in a hot over-crowded country estate and will be given
bar drinking cold over-priced
free glasses of wine to sip on. Sua*
beer.
they want you to buy a case, but
you don’t have to.
It’s not all it’s cracked up to be
though. I’m going baike faim the
My liver pa>bably hates me, but
high prices and I’m losing sleep
what can I say? I love bars. If you
happen to run into me downtown,
because of the mid-week drink
specials. Every now and then. I’ll
buy me a drink.
ORtVER LICENSE
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Rideshare Week 2005
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October 3 - October 7
Students ~ Pledge to Win!
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Lati N a m
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Simply carpool. take the bus. ride a bike, or walk, at least one day

C lP o lv -S tu d tn t

during Rideshare Week to he eligible to win prizes on campus and in
SLO County. $50 Campus Express credit, free pizza, free coffee, giff
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certificates, and more.,.
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For more information call:

Return tfu i otedoa form to The Untvanitv
Pehce t)ei)QrteiiB t w Igter ttwn Friday.
October 7"* to be eHofele for the p riita

Commuter ¿ i Access Services at 756-6680

Hittd
Return pledge form to:
Commuter & Access Services
University Police Department
By 5pm on Friday, October 7,2004
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$19.95

2 4 3 6 B ro a d S t
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S a n L u ll O M tp o ^ C A S M O l , Lube, Oil & Filter Change*
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ONE PLEDGE CARO PER PERSON
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FREE
Shuttle Service available
to and from Cal Poly!
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iPods for students in m usic at Brown
Sitnnii Aiijla
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!>KOVll)[-:Nt:K. R .l. - TIknext Brown University stiuient
\i)ii see walkinu down the street
with tliose trendy wliite e,irphones might mn just be groo\ ing
to the latest Kelly t'larkson traek
he might he (.Uniig his home
work. rhis semester, .Apple's 2<igigabvte il’ods will be an impor
tant part
twt) classes taught by
Pn)fess(M' (,)t'Music Jetf Titon: MU
I 2‘h "American Knots Music” and
,MU 222; "field Kesearch in
f-.th nomusicology.”
bunding tor the il\)ds comes
from a grant given to the Language
Resource ('enter, whicli makes
foreign media available to students.
The l.KC^ has 130 iPods for stu
dents, not all of which are being
used. Computing and Information
Services was responsible for
acquiring the iPods and conducted
all communications with Apple.
Though students are being
given the iPods free of charge, cer
tain restrictions do apply. Students
can keep the iPods only for the
semester and must return them on
Dec. 20. If an iPod is damaged or
lost, the incurred cost will be
charged to a students account.
However, no restrictions are
placed on what students may put
on the iPod. Sam Chtrmichael ‘()7,
IS taking MU 129, plans to use his
iPod to listen to his favorite music

as well as music for class once he
has reformatted it to work with his
computer.
“ 1 already have an iPod, but my
music library takes up more than
20 gigabytes, so I'll put some of my
music on the iPod 1 use lor class as
well.” he saiil.The iPod he received
for .MU 129 IS different from his
own iPod in that it came preloaded
with music for the class and has a
color screen.
In MU 129, an undergraduate
course, students will use the iPods
to listen to music discussed in class.
Previously, students used Brown
Electronic Audio Reserve System
to access music files. Students
accessed Brown EARS either from
their personal computers or from
library computers. But using the
iPods is nuire convenient because
the version of RealPlayer used for
Brown EARS is not always com
patible with students’ computers.
Katy Leonard (iS, who takes
both MU 129 and MU 222, said
the iPods are much more conve
n ien t.‘‘I don’t have to be in front
of a computer tea listen to the
music,,v she said.
Her iPoci will also play an
important role in MU 222. In the
graduate-level course, students will
work with a local music commu
nity to make a podcast — online
broadcasts ccampatible with iPods
and the iTunes software. Although
Titon and his class have not yet
picked a community to work with.

they hope to help a community
w hose music is not available on the
Internet or radio.Titon named the
Uambodian
community
in
Providence as an example.
“ If ytni make a (podcast), then
anyone can listen to this music
whenever or wherever, that they
couldn’t have hatl such easy access
to before,” Titon said.“'I'his class is
in a sense a community service
project, because the podcast will
be a way of empowering local
musical culture.”
iPods are used at other univer
sities in different ways. Last year,
Duke University gave every
member o f its freshman class a 20
CiB iPod to encourage student
creativity.
After a year, the initiative has
met with mixed reviews, accord
ing to the New York Times. Some
faculty felt that the iPods were
being used more for personal
entertainm ent than academic
enrichment, while other faculty
felt their students were more
engaged in classes that used the
iPods. Students appreciated the
entertainment value o f the iPods
but felt they were not used to
their full academic potential, the
Times reported.
At Brown, however, reaction to
the use of iPods in MU 129 and
MU 222 has been positive so far.
“1 think it’s a great program, and
that more classes should use
them,’’Carmichael said.

continued jroni page 9
“I thought it was insightful but
real,” she said. “ I ilon't know if it was
the freedom of h.iving sold his com
pany, but he was very real. He even
made fun of people taking notes.”
Orfalea commented a few' times
throughout the day that he did not
want to run his business like the
”big shots.”
“The cardinal rule is never listen
to the president of your company,”
he sai(.l.“CTXT alw.iys lie.”
Orfalea said his employees alw.iys
had access to daycare and good
health benefits.
“ I'm proud of the way we treat
ed people,” he said.
When asked by a student attend
ing the speech what his favorite
time of his life h.is been, he said he
is enjoying his life now more than
he ever has.
“When you’re 20, you care about
what people think about you.
When you’re forty, you don’t really

Facebook
continuedfrom page 8
Facebook,” he said.
Daniel Velasquez, a junior adver
tising major, said he dislikes the
professional
involvement
in
Facebook.
“ I don’t think professors should
use it to get to know students,” he
said,“It might form a bias.”
Velasquez says he’s also con
cerned about privacy.
“If I want (my professor) to

care as much about what people
think about you. When you're sixty,
you realize people were never
thinking about you in the first
pl.ice,” he saul.
Mechanical Engineering senior
(dins Mundy said he really enjoyed
the speech and felt like he could
relate to Orfalea.
“I really admire the guy,” he said.
“It was very inspiring.
E.iriier in the d.iy, (^rhilea visited
Eric Olsen’s Industrial (Quality
Assurance class and observed their
simulated production line ot
Toyota cars. In his swelling speech
he ineiitioned that he thought
there were iiiaiiy business opportu
nities on canipiis.
“Every bulletin board on campus
has a iiioney-niaking idea,” he said.
When asked what his message for
students would be, Orfalea empha
sized iiklividualirv' and self-trust.
“Your eyes believe what they
see, your ears believe others,” he
said. “Believe your eyes. Follow
your intuitism.”

know more about me. I’d just go
talk to him,” he said.
Facebook controls allow users to
block their information from users
who are not their personal friends.
However, Justice said many facebook users do not take advantage
of this tool and are unguarded
about the information they share.
Fie said the user is responsible for
their own safety.
“You control Internet safety,”
justice said. “If you don’t want
someone to know it, don’t put it
out there.”
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TheMustangDallyis taking suggestions for RENAMINGthe Arts & Entertainment Sectioni
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Submit your original idea to Mariecar MeiKloza in Building 26, Room 226 by 5 p jn . on
Friday, O ct 28, or submit by email to m ustangdailyl^m aiLcom
Suggestion:____
N am e:----------Phone Number:.
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--------------------------------------
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to
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a resume and
some O R IG IN A L
cartoon work to
Dan Watson and Kristen Goto
in Building 26, Room 226.
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Add to your CAMPUS E X P R E S S CLUB
membership through October 31st, 2005
and you'll be eligible to win one of ten $50
scholarships, credited to your CAMPUS
E X P R E S S CLUB membership. All value
additions during the promotional period are
automatically entered in the drawing.
If you spend money on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks by
using CAMPUS EX P R ESS CLUB. It's already
encoded on your PolyCard. For more
information or to add value, check:

www.cpfoundation.org/express/
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H ie d ectro n ic ad d iction LETTERS
Andrew Freeman
M a s s a c h u s e t t s D a i l y C o l l e c i a n (U .
M assachusetts)

AMHERST, Mass.— He went into
the establishment on Wednesday, hav
ing lost his girlfriend and his job. Two
days later, he fell out of his chair, still
conscious but seriously ill. He died at a
hospital, his heart failing ffoin dehydra
tion and lack of sleep.
Lee Seung Seop died after playing
online games at an Internet cafe for
two straight days, as report
ed in the Los Angeles
Times. The 28-year-old
South Korean mans death
illustrates a bmader prob
lem facing millions of peo
ple across the world —
electronic addiction.
Electronics are every
where. Many of us can
scarcely conceive of a life
without them. In my own
life, this is especially appar
ent. I do my papers and
some course readings on
my laptop. 1 read the iiew's
on my laptop.
Most of my entertain
ment comes from electron
ic sources, be it playing
computer g;imes, re.iding
humorous Web sites, or
watching DVDs. This col
umn is being written on my
laptop, based on research from the
Internet.
All of this is fine. Many students can
balance their electronic lives with their
real ones, and the Internet, television or
other media cause only minor disrup
tion. But it is not difficult for these use
ful devices to t.ike over one’s life.
There is something tantalizing
about the new technology. The
Internet in particular, provides almost
instantaneous access to an enormous
amount of information. The potential
uses of the Internet are amazing:
Almost anything can be* done online.
However, the variet\’ of opportunities
for distraction online are limitless, from
activities that might be construed as
pnxluctive, such as checking e-mail, to

those that are clearly not, like online
games.
The perceived anonymity of the
Internet is also seductive for some,
leading people to believe that there are
no consequences for what they view. 1
write “perceived” because online pri
vacy is often a misnomer, compro
mised as it is by spyware, cookies and
hacking. Also, other users of a comput
er can often simply look at the brows
er history to see what was accessed.
Still, this perceived anonymity encour

tive. C^ften when 1 play computer
games, 1 find it is less about having fiin
than it is about accumulation — get
ting better items for my character,
completing quests, etc. It can feel
almost like a job — 1feel compelled to
improve my character, or finish a mis
sion — and this entertainment can feel
more important than real work. These
feelings arise in games, like Starcraft
and Diablo 11, which are not openended and can be set down fairly easi
lyMassively multiplay
er games are signifi
cantly more addictive,
because they are
designed to be unlim
ited. While one can
eventually beat most
computer
games,
MMORPGs require
immense amounts of
time, and the game
designers are constant
ly creating more areas
to explore. Cíame mak
ers are paid monthly
fees, so they strive to
make the games as
absorliing as possible to
keep their customers,
which has the conse
quence of nurturing
some gamers’addiction
s t e m : ANSUl. NL'X'SARl
to the games.
Besides the Internet
ages the creation and viewing of Web and gaming, thero are many other
site's promoting ever\ thing from racism mediums for electronics to influence
to criminality to pedophilia to suicide. our lives, from the ubiquitous cell
Perhaps the most addictive power of phone to television. Americans watch
the new technology is the fxitential of far too much television: an average of
creating and inhabiting alternate rmIi- four hours and 46 ininutL's of television
ties. This idea, explored in science fic each day, according to the 2005
tion. has become reality through com EurodataTV worldwide study. Ciellular
puter games, specifically massively phones have many of the same capabil
multiplayer online role-playing games. ities as computers, from games to
In MMORI*(is such as World of Internet access.They can even provide
Wanraft and Asheron’s ('all,you croate the trappings of love: the Hong Kong
characters and adventure with thou company. Artificial Life, has developed
sands of gamers worldwide thniugh a a virtual girlfriend program that cell
vast world, completing quests and phone users can interact with.
The reason that technology is so
slaughtering monsters or other players.
appc'aling
is that it pnimises to rectifi’
The danger of these games, indeed
of .ill computer and video games, is our insecurities, or .illow us to ignoathat they can become extn'inely addic- them. IX) yxHi feel lonely?
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TO T H E EDITOR
T h e Pros o f Greek Life
I wanted to take a few moments to
respond to Mr. Kirkish’s letter regard
ing the greek system. As a greek, I was
offended by his cra.ss statements.
Every year, each house adopts a
philanthropic cause. We donate lots of
time and money to these organiza
tions and our help actually makes a
difference. This may astound you, but
some greek organizations go above
and beyond requirements by adopt
ing multiple causes. 1 challenge Mr.
Kirkish to go to the Ciommunity
(Center (UU second floor) and
inquire about greek participation.
Rush week has nothing to do with
hazing or alcohol abuse. Many frater
nities, including my own, do not
haze. We have taken the stance that
demoralizing a person is no way to
enhance a friendship. After initiation
ceremonies, how is a new initiate
supposed to be friends with the guys
that made him stare at a wall for four
hours? Clive me a ba-ak. It would be
an odd W'ay of attracting potential
members.
Lastly, the cover story of yesterd.iy’s
Ifibune describes a prominent, gay
Cal Poly ga'ek who has contributed
his writings to a new book,
“Brotherhood.” The article also
details how this greek was punched
in the face for not allowing a partygoer back into a party. A non-ga‘ek (I
called to confirm) abused alcohol to
the point whea* he w.as harassing
women. He was so upset that he
assaulted a ga*ek member. But hey, I
understand, our way of life is his
paiblem.
Nicholas Leone
Architatun' senior
l*i Kitppit Alpha

Ignorance has lost its bliss
In a'sponse to Mr. Kirkish, yes
ga*eks aa* tia\l of stea*otypes, but
moa- tia*d of your firolishnt'ss.
ILisn’t history taught us that pajudice is Ignorance? A student not
having ga*ek knowledge cannot
comment on ga*ek life, flea- aa*
some facts. (ia*eks comprise all but
tha*e U.S. Pa*sidents since 1825 and
85 peaent of the 20th centurs
Supreme Canirt justici*s. If one
thinks that these civ il servants have
ilone little for the world, his bias has
turned to futility.
(ia'ek-» facilitate local and national
philanthropies that non-greek sttiilents h.ive r.ia* opportunity to par
take in. Creeks h.ive mandatory
study hours to maintain acailemic
excellence. Ca'ek organizations pro
vide structured atmosphea's for stu

editor in chief I ).iii Watson
managing editor Kristen O.ito
news editor t'aitlin Dsinnell
assistant news editor I l u k Smith
sports editor Lr.ink StranzI
assistant sports editor ('hris (iiinii
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photo editor Sheila Sobchik
photographers Kiel (iam'aii,
Lom Sanders
design editor Louise Dolby
assistant design editor Jessica (Ireenwalt
copy editors Justin Fivella, Emily Ranter
online editor Ryan (ihartrand

dents to grow into future leaders,
leaders with honor and pride.
Not a man, but a child without
learned morals, would compare
women to Tonka trucks for any rea
son, and accuse an entire communi
ty of rape (of any kind), as Mr.
Kirkish did. This explains to me why
boys like you are already confused
when it comes to what women
want. How dare you insult the
women of our community! These
women are beautiful, honorable and
deserve someone a lot better than
you.
Rush week is not haze week, and
is university sponsored! Do you even
know what haze means? Hazing is
illegal and against greek policies, but
nice try Mr, Kirkish. Interested or
curious students are welcome to
groek life. Yes, even boys like you
Mr. Kirkish are welcome to rush.
Austin Lumbard
Btishtess Administration senior
¡Resident, lambda Chi Alpha

H aze — To persecute or
harass w ith m ean ingless,
diflicult, or h um iliatin g
tasks.
The fact of the matter is the stu
pidity and ignorance of Scott
Kirkish in his letter boggles the
mind. To put the blame of poor
morals in our society and the rela
tionship of college life and binge
drinking squarely on the shoulders
of the gtx'ek community is rather
irresponsible. The greek system has
been the scapegoat for college stu
dents for too long now. College
students drinking excessively deal
with it. It’s a problem that has gone
on for years, and as long as students
h.ive .iccess to alcohol, and their par
ents don’t have any way of finding
out, it will continue.
Rape is a serious subject for both
men and women to be aware of.
Non-greeks aa* just as likely to per
petrate or be victimized by the act.
I Xin’t sterootype the millions who
aro currontly in or have been a part
the greek community over the years,
for being a'sponsible for all that is
wrong with colleges nationwide
tixlay. The majority of people who
go out in this town, go out to get
drunk and Ixxsk up. The ability to
talk to women and drinking alcohol
seem to go hand in hand these da\^.
This isn’t a greek thing to do; it’s
a staple of college life. It’s called
raging hormones, bm. Bottom line
Scott, and all thos«.- who think like
him; don't get mad at the greek sys
tem because your "nice guy" nnitine
doesn't work with the l.idies. My
advice would be to pick up some
game and blame someone else lor
your inability to get laid.
Bobby Sabnani
(A'mpnter l:fi\fineerin\i senior
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Mexican church under fire for admitting Supreme Court debates
acceptance of money from drug dealers physician-assisted suicide
Lisa Adams
SSSOC lA T K l) I’RESS

M EXK :0 c i t y — w hen a
Mexican bishop declared that drug
tratFickers often donate to the
church, shock waves ran through
this
predominantly
Roman
C'atholic nation and not because
the news was a surprise, but because
admitting it was tantamount to
confessing that nothing, not even
(iod, is sacred when it comes to
organized crime in Mexico.
Provoking the uproar were
Bishop Ramon Godinez’s comn ents to reporters that donations
from drug traffickers are not unusu
al and it’s not the church’s responsi
bility to investigate. He argued that
the money is “purified” once it
passes through parish doors.
“Just because the origin of the
money is bad doesn’t mean you
have to burn it,” Godinez, of the
central state of Aguascalientes, said
last month. “Instead, you have to
transform it. ...We live on this, on
the offerings of the faithful.”
Organized crime, especially drug
trafficking, and the threat it poses to
public safety are among Mexicans’
highest concerns. And it’s not just
the criminals they worry about.
They also distrust the public agen
cies responsible for tackling crime,
prosecutors, police, the judicial sys
tem, politicians, all of which are
perceived to be corrupt to some
degree.

The church, on the other hand,
is still held in high esteem.
“O f all the institutions in
Mexico, the church is ranked No. 1
in terms of people’s confidence,”
said Roderic Ai ('amp, an expert
on Mexican religion at (daremontMcKenna C'ollege in Cdilifornia. It
is “the one institution they find
morally superior and basically hon
est and serving the interests of the
average Mexican.”
That trust holds steady even
though it is common knowledge
that “many towns and chapels in
Mexico have been remodeled and
restored thanks to the generous
contributions of people who work
in drug trafficking,” Mexican reli
gion expert Roberto Blancarte
wrote in the Milenio newspaper.
Especially in poor, outlying rural
areas, drug traffickers have taken on
a kind of “Robin Hood” role,
Blancarte said.
“It’s not official, but it’s pmbably
fairly accepted.” Camp added. “You
don’t want to legitimize it ...
because it’s such a contradiction to
the church’s whole philosophy.
People are looking to the church
for moral leadership.”
The Vatican had no comment on
the matter Wednesday. But a Mitican
official noted that the church has
general principals based on the
Bible which would prevent it from
receiving the “fruit of an injustice.” .
(u)dinez’s admission has drawn

into controversy one of Mexico’s
most prominent, revered and criti
cized institutions.
For more than 300 years after the
Spanish conejuest of 1.321, the
C'atholic Cdiurch was at the heart of
Mexican power socially, politically
and economically. Although the
mid-1 Oth-century Laws of the
Reform put an end to that domi
nance, the country has remained —
at least nominally — 90 percent
Catholic.
“There are many ... who want to
scare us with the idea” that the
church once again could become
an all-powert'ul presence, said Jaime
Septien Oespo, editor of the
Catholic
weekly
newspaper
Observador in the central state of
Queretaro. “There is an interest in
discrediting this presence, so when
a minister of the church says some
thing clumsy, he becomes an easy
target.”
As next year’s presidential elec
tion race heats up, the scandal has
been exaggerated by political par
ties “looking to destroy potential
alliances, in this case an alliance of
the National Action Party and the
church,” Crespo said, referring to
the alleged links between President
Vicente Fox’s conservative party
and the clergy.
The church has been accused in
the past of links to drug traffickers,
but the allegations have never been
proven.
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Gina H olland
ASSOCIATED I’ KESS

WASHINGTON — New Chief
Justice John Roberts stepped for
ward Wednesday as an aggressive
defender of federal authority to
block doctor-assisted suicide, as the
Supreme Court clashed over an
C')regon law that lets doctors help
terminally ill patients end their lives.
The justices will decide if the fed
eral government, not states, has the
final say on the life-or-death issue.
It was a wrenching debate for a
court touched personally by illness.
Roberts replaced William H.
Rehnquist, who died a month ago
after battling cancer for nearly a
year. Three justices have had cancer
and a fourth has a spouse who coun
sels children with untreatable can
cer.
The outcome is hard to predict,
in part because of the uncertain sta
tus of retiring Justice Sandra Hay
O ’Connor who seemed ready to
support C')regon’s law. Her replace
ment may be confirmed before the
ruling is handed down, possibly
months from now.
Roberts repeatedly raised con
cerns that a single exception for
Oregon would allow other states to
create a patchwork of rules for
steroids, painkillers and other drugs.
The Supreme Court eight years
ago found that the dying have no
constitutional right to doctor-assist
ed suicide. O ’Connor provided a
key fifth vote in that decision,
which left room for state-by-state
experimentation.
The new case is a turf battle of
sorts, started by former Attorney
(ieneral John Ashcnift, a favorite
among the president's conservative
religious supporters. Hastening
someone’s death is an impmper use
of medication and violates federal
drug laws, Ashcroft reasoned m
2(101. an opposite conclusion from
the one reached by .Attorney
General lanet Reno in the C.linton
.idiiiiiiistration.
Oregon won a lawsuit in a lower
court over its soter-approved law.
which took effect in 1997 and has
been used by 20M people
T he Supreme Conirt appeared
sharply divided in hearing the Bush
administration’s appeal.
Justice Ruth Bader Ciinsburg,
who has had colon cancer, talked
about medicines that make a sick
person’s final moments more com
fortable. Justice 1)avid Souter. in an
emotional moment, said that it’s one
thing for the gtivernment u> ban
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date rape drugs and harmful prod
ucts but “that seems to me worlds
away from what we’re talking about
here.”
C')!! the other side, Roberts and
Antonin Scalia appeared skeptical of
C')regon’s claims that states have the
sole authority to regulate the prac
tice of medicine.
Roberts, 50, was presiding over
his first major oral argument and
thrust himself in the middle of the
debate. C3ver and over he raised
concerns that states could under
mine federal regulation of addictive
drugs. Before Oregon Senior
Assistant Attorney (jeneral Robert
Atkinson could finish his first sen
tence Roberts interrupted with the
first of many questions.
“Doesn’t that undermine and
make enforcement impossible?” he
asked Atkinson. He posed just two
questions of the Bush administra
tion lawyer.
At one point, a flustered Atkinson
said, “I’m starting to be backed into
a corner.”
“I was wondering if the new
chief would hold back and wouldn’t
ruffle other people’s feathers. It
appears clear he’s not waiting for
anything or anyone,” said Neil
Siegel, a law professor at Duke
University and a former Supreme
Court clerk.
The two justices who seemed
most conflicted were Anthony
Kennedy and Stephen Breyer.
Breyer’s wife counsels young cancer
patients. Besides Ginsburg, the jus
tices who have had cancer are
O ’C'onnor and John Baul Stevens. •
“It’s a tough case,” Kennedy told
the Bush admimstration’s lawyer,
and later he asked about the “seri
ous consequences’’ of curbing fed
eral gmernment authonts in regu
lating drugs.
Solicitor General Baul ('lenient
said (R)iigress was concerned about
drug overdoses and suicides.
Justice C'larence I honias, as is his
usual practice, asked no questions.
He could be svmpathetic to
(Oregon. He was one of tim e pistices w ho said in a summer decision
that the federal government should
not interfere with state medical
niari|uana law s. 7 he other twxi were
O ’Cainnor and Rehnquist.
If O'Connor is the deciding vote
in the case, the court would proba
bly delay the decision and schedule
a new argument session after the
arrival of the new justice. On
Monday Bush named White House
lawyer Harriet Miers to replace
O ’i'tinnor.
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Robotic H um m er gets pole position in $2 million desert robot race
Alicia Chang
fK‘

A S S C K lIA T tI) l>i<.F.SS

FONTANA. Calif. — A driverless
red Hummer that was involved in a
rollover accident during practice a
few weeks ago snagged the pole
position Wednesday in a gowrnment-sponsored sequel race across
the Mojave 1)esert that will pit 23
robots against one another.
The finalists were chosen after an
intense, week-long qualifying run at
the (California Speedway, where the
self-navigating vehicles had to tra
verse a bumpy road, zip through a
tunnel and avoid obstacles. No
human drivers or remote controls
were allowed.
The
Hummer
named
Highlander, built by (Carnegie
Mellon University, flipped during
practice a tew weeks ago when it
struck a rock. But it still managed to
complete all four required semifinal
runs.
Last year, only half of the 15
autonomous robotic vehicles that
ran in the so-called Círand
Challenge passed the semifinals. No
team claimed the SI million inau
gural prize because all the contes
tants broke down within a few miles
of the starting gate.
So this year, the sponsor, the
Defense
.Advanced
Resear-h
Projects Agency, doubled tlie purse
with the hope that a vehicle would
finish Saturd.iy’s S2 millior ri: ,
This years fin.ilists coiiipi ‘ted tiK
hilly qualifying course litte' ■ "wit!
li.iv balex and parked ■arx
le i

'ÎA.*

1;

MAMMf'fTH LAKES. Calif. —
The Mammoth Mountain Ski
Area, a longtime winter play
ground for Southern ('alifornia
residents, says it will sell a control
ling interest to a private investment
firm.
The $365 million acquisition
will be made by Starwood Capital
Groups, led by luxury hotel mogul
Barry S. Sternlicht. The move is
expected to give the resort an
upscale character, unlike the raw,
unpolished style developed by
founder and co-owner Dave
McCoy.
The deal will give Starwood 70
percent control and the right to
operate 4,000 acres of ski terrain at
Mammoth and june mountains and
allow for some development. The
land itself is owned largely by the
U.S. Forest Service and operators
have a 40-year lease that expires in
2024.
McCTty, 00, started the resort
about 60 years ago with a rope tow
that relied on a truck engine. He
and his wife, Roma, became emo
tional Tuesday as more than 100
pages of deal documents were
signed in a Mammoth conference
room.
“ Its like selling your heart,”
Roma McCoy said. “We practically
grew up here. We raised our kids
and grandchildren here. There’s

Because the vehicles must be sell
iKivigating, they are equipped with
(iPS tracking. Mounted sensors
radar, hisers and canuTas feed infor
Illation to onboard computers t<
orient the vehicles and help then
avoid obstacles and traps.

»

m
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Carnegie Mellon University’s H ighlander robot runs through a test course in Hazelwood, Pa,, in May. The
driverless Hummer snagged the pole position Wednesday in a sequel government-sponsored race across the
Mojave Desert that will pit 23 robots against one another.
'
once. Five of the vehicles finished it
four consecutive times. Those
included
('arnegie
Mellon’s
Highlander; a converted Humvee
Sandstorm from ('arnegie Mellon; a
modified Volkswagen louareg by
Stanford University; a six-wheel
truck: and a jeep C.rand Cherokee.
“■Fm inspired by all the robots,"
said Vt'illiam “R ed” Whittaker. .,
('arnegie Mellon robotics professor
“Neeer discount or diminisl! any ;v
them.”
The race is part of the Pentagon'
r . fulfill .1 e(MieressU)ti.il man

M am m oth ski resort
sells œ ntroU ing interest
to investm ent firm
ASStH IA T E I) I'KFSS

■<^4rÇ. *f

never been a man like Dave
Mc(A)y and there never will be.
Nobody knows what he went
through for the mountain.”
Her husband drew a deep breath
and said, “Well, we had a lot of fun
and a lot of heartbreak.”
Once the deal is completed and
with all the stakeholders, Mc(T)y
should get about SSO million. He
vowed to keep riding mountain
bikes and exploring the area in his
ofT-road vehicle.
The resort’s new owners plan to
develop 60 acres around Mammoth
Lakes with Canadian resort opera
tor Intrawest Corp.
“The goal is to bring in other
hotel brands, a mixture of both
boutique and large hotels,” said
Marc Perrin, managing director of
Starwood Capital. “We’re also
focusing on bringing in hip restau
rants as well as new residential,
hotel and entertainment experi
ences.”
Mammoth enjoys a great reputa
tion for its skiing and the new deal
should help it appeal to visitors
who have been drawn to upscale
resorts such as Vail and Aspen, said
hotel industry analyst Bruce Baltin
of PKF Consulting.
Mammoth drew 1.5 million
skiers last year and was one of the
nation’s three most-visited ski
areas.
The transaction is expected to
close in 90 days.

date to have a third of all military
ground vehicles unmanned by 2015.
The Defense Department envisions
using robotic vehicles to bring supphes in combat zones,
D.MLRA, the Pentagons research
and development arm, spent SO milbon or, this year's event. The .igeiu \
won .iw.ird tlie prize to tlie first
team iuise compater-driven vehi
cle can tr.iverse a rough and winding
desert eourse of up to P 5 miles n;
les. tli.m 10 hours.
I
ire several re.isons whv tlo
'
Id is mor" competitis

“Nobody was ready last year,’’said
Bill Kehaly of Westlake Village,
('alif-based Axion Racing, whose
jeep Crand ('herokec named Spirit
is racing in the finals. “Fverybod^
feels a lot more confident this year.’

Teams had more time to prepare for
the race. Many spent the past IH
months focused on beefing up their
vehicle computers’ artificial intelli
gence through improved computer
algorithms.
1earns also had the advantage of
practicing in various p.irts of the
Southwest (.lesert under race-like
conditions. Fven before the semifi
nals, sonic robots had driven hun
dreds of continuous miles during
pr.u tice, including some that tested
>11 l.isf year- course between
‘cirstow. ( al-f. and Priiiim. Ne\'.

The exact route that veliicl!.
must follow is kept secret until twe
hours before the competition.
Organizers said tiv. . nirse, which
will loop from and to the casino
town of Prinini will re.iture rugged
desert and mountain terrain.Vehicles
have to average 15 to 20 iiiph to fin
ish in time.
“The worst vehicle we have is as
good or better than the best vehicle
last year,’’ said DARPA director
Anthony Tether.
(ilarnegie Mellon’s workhorse,
Sand.storm, traveled the farthest in
the Mojave Desert last year despite
trekking only 7 1/2 miles. It will
start third in this year’s race.
O f the vehicles that successfully
coursed the speedway four straight
times, an otF-road, six-wheel truck
built by Oshkosh Friuk (!orp., had
the slowest time. But team leader
jini Fr.ivert did not think that was a
problem. T he desert will be tougher
and the truck w.is designed to han
dle <><• percent grades and push
throimh 5 feet of water, he said.

Sdendst recciistrua 1918 killer flu in hopes
of fending c;if modern-day global epidemic
Mike Stobbe
ASSl K;MLI) I’lUSS

ATLANTA — It sounds like a
sci-fi rliriller. For the first tune, sci
entists h.ive made from scratch tlu
•Spanish flu virus that killed niilhon;
of people in 191H.
Why? To help them understand
how to better fend of! a futua* glob
al epidemic faun the bird tlu
spa*ading in .Southeast Asia.
Researchers believe their work
offers pa>of the 191S flu originated
in birds, and pawides insights into
how it attacked and multiplied m
humans. On top of that, this marks
the first time an infectious agent
behind a historic pandemic has ever
been a‘Constructed.
The scientists involved in the
paiject contend there’s no real risk
to public safety. 1 he vials of tins
frightening germ, about 10 of tli.-m
are locked away at the . der.il
('enters for 1)isease Conti > and
Prevention in Atlanta, said ieiieiu e
Tunipey, the CD(! research scientist
who ciMistructed the virus.
However, at least one ethn
think there should be a bre ■!.
public discussion before sciciii
take such bold steps.
Fhere isn’t much input from
the public. I think there should be.”
said Dr. Arthur (diplan, director of
the University of Pennsylvania’s
(T'liter for Bioethics.
Like the 191H virus, the current
avian flu in Southeast Asia occurs
naturally in birds. In 1918, the virus
mutated, infected people and then
spread among them. So far, the cur

a'lit .Asian virus h.is infected and
killed at least 65 people but has
rarely spread person-to-person.
But viruses mutate rapidly and it
could soon develop infectituis
properties like those seen in the
earlier bug, said I )r. jeffery
Taubenberger of the U.S. Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology.
“The effort to understand what
h.ippened m 1918 has taken on a
new urgency,” said Taubenberger,
who led the team that did the gene
sequencing for the project.
The R'search involved everything
fmm exca\‘ation of human remains
to application of the latest laborato
ry technology. “It’s the sort of story
you could tell high scIk h i I students
to get them excited about science,”
said Dr. William Schaffner, a vaccine
specialist .It Vanderbilt Univvrsity.
“It is a big day for science,” said
Schaffner, w ho was not involved in
the pmject.
The Spanish flu of 1918 w.is a
worldwitle aintagion that in a few
months killed an estimated 20 mil
lion to 5o milium worldwide,
including roiighiv 5,50,0(Kl in the
Unitcvi >t.ites.
In
\ere cases, victims’ lungs
filled with fluid and they essentially
drowned in a dise.ise process that
took le ss th.in a week. It was known
for being particularly dangerous tti
young adults, a group usually less
susceptible to flu complications
than older people.
Some public health experts
believe the virus was also devastat
ing because of the malnutrition and
poor living conditions that existed

in that period at the end of World
War I.
The reason the scientists believe
their reconstructed virus poses no
public health threat is that based on
previous research, modern-day
medicines arc* effective against the
1918 flu. And they think most peo
ple today are ala'ady at least partial
ly immune.
The subtype of virus that caused
the 1918 pandemic is now com
mon, and so it would not be as
unknown to the immune defense
systems of people tocLiy. In other
words, it w'ould not be as deadly,
said Adolfo (iarcia-Sastre, microbi
ologist at the Mount Sinai School
of Medicine in New York.
“In each pandemic, it’s been a
new subty’pe of virus.” not an exist
ing one, said Garcia-Sastre who
participated in the effort to recon
struct the virus.
In their research detailed
Wednesd.iy in the journals Science
and Nature, the scientists explained
how they reconstructed that 1918
virus.
Using the remains® a female flu
victim buried in th^^l.iskan per
mafrost in 1918. fedt j^ researchers
sequenced the virusfljljietic infor
mation. I hey sharcij^Mith GarciaSastre and others a^W ount Sinai,
who used the coiling to create
microscopic, virus- hte strings of
genes, called plasmids. The plasmids
then went to the Cl X ', where they
were inserted into human kidney
cells for the final step in the virus
reconstruction.
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G u ilty plea entered in
P entagon sp yin g case
M atthew Barakat
asm h

IA I E l) I'lU SS

A1 HXANDKIA. Va. — A top
IVntaiion analyst with oxpcrtisf in
tlic Middle I ast pleaded guilty
Wednesday to gu ing classified intoriiMtitin to an Israeli einb.Lssy otFicial
ai'd ineinhers ot a pro-lsrael lobby
ing group.
I.awruice .A. I ranklin, ,S(S, said
■luring a plea he.iring that he was
riistrated with the governinent and
that he h.id hoped the twx) ineinbers
'll the lobbying group could use
their Ci»nnections at the National
Security Ciouncil to influence U.S.
policy.
1le also admitted giving classified
information to a political official at
the Israeli embassy, but said the
informatu>n he received from the
official was far nuire valuable than
what he ga\e.
“ I knew in my heart that his gov
ernment had this information."
franklin said.“Me gave me far more
information than 1 gave him."
Franklin, of Kearneysville, W.Va.,
pleaded guilty to twii conspiracy
counts and a charge of unlawful
retention of national defense infor
mation.
Me faces up to 25 years in prison
but IS expected to get far less under
federal sentencing guidelines. U.S.
1)istrict Judge I.S. Ellis 111 set sen
tencing for Jan. 2d.

Franklin, who was one of the
Pentagon’s policy experts on Iran
and the Middle East, was indicted in
June on five charges.
file two officials at the American
Israel Public Affairs tCommittee who
allegedly received information .ilso
have been ch.irged with conspiring
to obtain .iiul disclose classifietl U.S.
defense information.
.MP.ACi fired Steven Koseii. (.)f
Silver Spring, Md., ,md Keith
Weissinan, of Bethesda, Md., in April.
Both the lobbying organi/ation and
Israel have denied any wrongdoing.
Acctirding tt) the indictment,
Franklin met periodically with
Rosen and Weissinan between 2(ld2
and 2(HI4 and discussed classified
information, including information
about potential attacks on U.S.
troops in Iraq.
Rosen and W''eissman would sub
sequently share what they learned
with reporters and Israeli officials.
On at least one occasion, Franklin
spoke directly to an Israeli official.
Rosen, a top lobbyist for
W'ashington-based AlPACi ft)r more
than 2(1 years, and Weissinan, the
organization’s top Iran expert,
allegedly disclosed sensitive infor
mation as far back as 1
on a vari
ety of topics, including al-Qaida,
terrorist activities in CAUitral Asia,
the boinbing of Khobar Towers in
.Saudi Arabia and U.S. policy in Iran,
according to the indictment.

Commission says international migrants
send roughly $240 billion back home
EditFi Lederer
A S S O iaA T E l) IMEESS

UNITED
NAFIONS
—
International migrants send about
S24() billion to their home ct)untries yearly, a significant engine of
growth for the world economy, the
Cdobal
(A)imnission
on
International
.Migration
said
W'ednestlay.
But the IP-member independent
panel said in .i report that world
governments have failed to take
advantage of the enormous oppor
tunities that result from such migra
tion or to manage the challenges
posed by the foreigners’ arrival.
The clearest finding from the
commission’s nearly two-year study
is “the great importance in (eco
nomic) grow th terms, and develop
ment terms, that is created out of
migration,” said Jan Karlsson,
Sweden’s former minister for
migration and development who
co-chaired the panel.
Me urged ctnmtries to use factu
al knowledge about “the positive
impact that migration has” to fight
the xenophobia about migrants.
The commission w.is established
in respt)iise to a call by U.N.
Secretary-Cieneral Kofi Annan m
2(102 for an international review of
migration issues. Annan, who
received the report Wednesday, said
the l‘>] U.N. member states should
consider the report ahead of next

year’s Cieneral Assembly meeting on
migration and development.
“ In the 21st century, t)iie of our
most important challenges is to find
ways to manage migration for the
benefit of all sending countries,
receiving countries, transit coun
tries, and migrants themselves,” he
said.“ ! agree with the commission
that we are not rising to this chal
lenge yet. But 1 am convinced that
we must do so.”
Acciirding
to
the
U.N.’s
Population Division, there are now
almost 2(10 million international
migrants in every part of the globe,
counting only those w ho have lived
outside their country for more than
one year and including 0.2 million
refugees.
The commission’s co-chair,
Mamphela Ramphele, said at the
launch of the new report that those
migrants contribute over S2 trillion
to the countries they work in.
Over the past .55 years, the num
ber of migrants rose from 82 mil
lion in 107(1 to 175 million in 2000
and nearly 200 million today, the
report said.
The United States has some .55
million migrants, said the report,
which used the latest available sta
tistics from the United Nations, the
World liank and the International
(Organization for Migration.
Ramphele, the World Bank’s for
mer managing director, said the 200

million migrants are generating
enormous revenues for their home
countries by sending remittances to
their families.
“The latest figures from the
Workl Bank show that it’s even
more than what we have in the
report whith is SI 50 billion and
they’re (now) t.ilking about S240
billion,” she told a news confer
ence.
“If you think about migrants
sending home, let's say 10 percent
of their income, we’re talking
about them generating at le.ist S2
trillion that gets .idded to the value
of (¡DP of the countries where
they are, and over.ill enhancing
global
development,”
said
Ramphele said.
According tti the report, the
United States was the top remit
tance-sending country in 2001,
dispatching S28 billitm overseas.
Ramphele, who is from South
Africa, said development, demogra
phy and democracy “are making
international migration accelerate
at the pace that it is accelerating
today.”
At present, she said, many laborrich countries can’t absorb all their
young people into the workforce
and resource-rich countries that
are labor poor need the services of
migrants, not just at the lower end
but across the employment spec
trum.
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Race
continuedfrom page 16
t*rs accomplished over die weekend.
McKannay. a professional on the
mountain bike national circuit, said
that the C'al Ptily Wheelmen club
gives cyclists of every caliber the
opportunity to ride and race.
“The great thing about the (^il
Poly Wheelmen is it opens up the
sport for not only the professional
caliber riders, but for people who
haven’t ridden their bikes since they
were S-years-old,” McKannay said.
“The organized rides and races the
Wheelmen do are meant for all abil
ity levels and anyone on the team is
always more than willing to help
new riders get into the sport.”
The Cal Poly Wheelmen train on
a daily basis. They are preparing for
trips around the country to compete
in various collegiate and non-collegiate races throughout the year.
Kiders such as Hygelund train up
to six hours a day in order to pre
pare, but the physical aspect of push-

cHUk u$ out Ofi
m wmm

c:OURTESY PHOTO

John Hygelund, above, won the mens short track race over the weekend.
Hygelund, a mechanical engineering senior, competes for the Wheelmen.

ing their bodies is what they really
love about the sport McKannay said.
“1 thrive off of riding and I thrive
off of the competition. A lot of peo
ple don’t understand why we would
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ride around with our hearts going
200 beats per minute for two hours,
but I do it because it is this amazing
adrenaline rush,” McKannay said.
“And I also just like winning races.”
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Come by and see why SLO County
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich
16 years in a row.

59 Easy mark

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1 888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscnptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytiiDes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips' nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes com/learning/xwords.

The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!
6 Draft beers to choose from, lowest price in town 3-7:30 P.M. Daily!

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

HOMES FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RELIGION

HIST 207
“Freedom and Equality in America’
SCOM 102
"Principles of Speech Comm”
STAT 218 - “Applied Statistics”
Call: (408) 821-6253

HORSES OK!
Santa Margarita Panchette
25 min to SLO, 1 3/4 bath,
1580 sq ft home with
Spa & Huge Deck
$459,000
Adobe Realty
Contact Alex: (805) 543-2693

Metro Cafe
SLO downtown centre
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
desserts!
15% off all students

Get to know the resources
available to you. SAFER can help
survivors of sexual assault.
Come visit us and learn how
you can get involved!
UU Room 217 or
call us at 756-2282

LIKE JESUS BUT
DON’T LIKE CHURCH?
WWW.HOUSECHURCHLIFE.COM

HOMES FOR SALE
SLO Mobile Home
2 Bdrm, 2 bath, large lot,
low rent, very clean, washer/dryer,
Jacuzzi tub $104,500
(805) 544 9004
;
1,305;-:H3-9258
. .•;T(

Want to make a difference
in your community?
Join Beyond Shelter to raise
homelessness awareness and
help sheltered families

CAMPUS CLUBS
Interested in THAI culture,
food, study abroad?
JOIN TSA ® 7pm Monday Oct. 10
Rm. 03-1121
'

j ~
: .

Funny coHege clothing!

COMING SOON!

Classified Ads Website
Now people will see ads on the
Mustang Daily and online!
Featured Ads, graphics,
■t
>ite iid lfi’ and f t k ^ .

LOST AND FOUND
Cingular LG phone found at
Volleyball game.
Contact: 805.234.2348
Watch found near bldg, busstop
mschuste@calpoly.edu
(805) 462-2412
!-ost and Found ads are FREF
Call Jackie 756-1143
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Wheelmen roll through Parkfield Classic
Brittany R idley
M U M A N C D A llY

Parkfield is often known as the “earthquake capital of the
world.” But this small C'alifornian town of 37 was rocked by
more than an earthquake last weekend when the (,al Poly
Wheelmen hosted their annual Parkfield (dassic mountain
bike race, with more that 300 riders from across the state ready
to compete for a first-place trophy.
C'al Poly swept the field taking three of the top places in the
men’s A, B and C' categories. Adam Mckanny, a biology senior,
came in first place in the men’s A category and C'orina
Bigham, a kinesiology senior, also came in first place for the
women’s A category.
“It’s nice to win this event for the team because they put a
lot of work into it,” McKannay said. “I have won tw'o out the
three years that 1 have raced Parkfield and every year it has had
courses that are challenging for everyone from beginners to
professionals.”
C'al Poly’s two-day event drew people from colleges
throughout C'alifornia not only for the racing but the social
aspect that often comes along with Parkfield.
Acres of private land were donated to the wheelmen to
use as a campground, racing field and home for the annual
race.
“Parkfield is probably the most anticipated race in the
C'alifornia Cditiference,” said Kyle Hugh, director of the
Parkfield Classic. “It’s not just about the race, but the atmos
phere. It’s about hanging out with friends and spending the
night right under the stars for the weekend.”
Along with C'al Poly’s success came disappointment for a
number of riders who were injured throughout the weekend.
The first day of racing started with two broken collarbones
and a brtYken wrist, and before noon two riders were flown to
the nearest hospital.
The event’s remote location required that the staff take all
injuries seriously. Students were flown ofl'the premises due to
signs of back or spinal injury, Hugh said. All of the hospitalized
riders were released that same day.
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Greg Heinz, above, took first place in the men’s “B” category on the cross country track, Heinz rides for Cal Poly’s W heelmen.

“Parkfield was great, as usual, but our weekend was tainted
by our friend Ozzy’s injury (a broken collar bone) and his
inability to go to nationals next month,” said John Hygelund,
a mechanical engineer senior of his friend Osvaldo Olmos, a
general engineering senior.
C'al Poly dominated the trails at the Parkfield race and the
wheelmen plan to continue their success in this year’s nation
al mountain bike competition in Seven Springs, Pa., Hugh

said.
“We’ve won the West C'oast C'ollegiate C'onference for the
last seven years straight, so as for mountain biking we have
dominated the West C'oast,” Hugh said. “This year we had a
new record number of attendance, which is a good fundraiser
for our team and a great way to show off C'al Poly’s success.”
Hugh emphasized the success both expert and beginner ridsee Race, page 15

M ens scxxer tops U C Irvine 1-0
M U S T A N i; DAILY M A H

R f,IH )K T

C3al Poly lost a Big West C\mference match
against the UC' Irvine Anteaters 2-1 at
Mustang Stadium Wednesday.
C'al Poly falls to 4-7 (werall and 0-3 in con
ference play. Cal Poly now has consecutive
Big West losses to UC' Santa Barbau, C^il
State Northridge and UC' Irvine.
UC' Irvine improved to 5-3-2 overall and
2-0 in conference play.
The Mustangs had numerous scoring
opportunities thrt>ughout the game, but failed
to capitalize until late in the match.
The Anteaters jumped out to an early lead,
scoring in the 7th minute, junior midfielder
Andrew Hamilton scored the gtral for UC'
Irvine.
The Anteaters increased their lead to 2-0 in
the 27th minute, junior Forssard Doug
Franco scored on a header t>ff a pass fn>m
junior midfielder Doug Franco.
UC' Irvine led 2-0 at halftime.
C'al Poly began the second half stmng with
several scoring opportunities early on, but

CONFERENCE
r

^

KIEL CARREAl' Ml’STANO nAllY

A Mustang player, right, battles for the ball
during Cal Poly’s 2-1 loss to UC Irvine.

was held scoafless until the 75th minute.
Senior Midfielder Moses Venegas netted his
fourth goal of the season ofl an assist from
senior defender/midfielder justin Woodward.
C'al Poly was persistent in their attempts
to tie the match, but tailed to score the
equalizer.
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LOUISE
DOLBY

Everything yo«
need to know.
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Cól State Fullerton
Pacific
UC Santa Barbara
Col Poly
Long Bench State
UC Riverside
Cal State Northridge
UC Irvine
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All this and
more is yours
for free on
Friday!

CMicck out the Football
Special Edition in tomorrows
Mustang Daily. N ot on
campus? N o worries, just
show up to the game Saturday
and get yours at the gates.
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